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Abstract

Recently, wireless security has been highlighted as one of the most important techniques for 6G mobile communication sys-

tems. Many researchers have tried to improve the Physical-Layer Security (PLS) performance such as Secrecy Outage Probabil-

ity (SOP) and Secrecy Energy-Efficiency (SEE). The SOP indicates the outage probability that the data transmission between

legitimate devices does not guarantee a certain reliability level, and the SEE is defined as the ratio between the achievable

secrecy-rate and the consumed transmit power. In this paper, we consider a Multi-User Multi-Input Single-Output (MU-

MISO) downlink cellular network where a legitimate Base Station (BS) equipped with multiple transmit antennas sends secure

information to multiple legitimate Mobile Stations (MSs), and multiple potential eavesdroppers (EVEs) equipped with a sin-

gle receive antenna try to eavesdrop on this information. Each potential EVE tries to intercept the secure information, i.e.,

the private message, from the legitimate BS to legitimate MSs with a certain eavesdropping probability. To securely receive

the private information, each legitimate MS feeds back its effective channel gain to the legitimate BS only when the effective

channel gain is higher than a certain threshold, i.e., the legitimate MSs adopt an Opportunistic Feedback (OF) strategy. In such

eavesdropping channels, both SOP and SEE are analyzed as performance measures of PLS and their closed-form expressions

are derived mathematically. Based on the analytical results, it is shown that the SOP of the OF strategy approaches that of

a Full Feedback (FF) strategy as the number of legitimate MSs or the number of antennas at the BS increases. Furthermore,

the trade-off between SOP and SEE as a function of the channel feedback threshold in the OF strategy is investigated. The

analytical results and related observations are verified by numerical simulations.

c© 2024 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Security in wireless networks has become one of the

most important issues since various private and con-

fidential information has been exchanged over wire-

less networks, especially cellular networks. Although

various encryption schemes, such as shared key and
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private key schemes, have been developed, robust se-

curity at the network layer is based on the assump-

tion that eavesdroppers have limited computational

capabilities. Therefore, security cannot be guaran-

teed against adversaries with ultimate computational

power. Physical-Layer Security (PLS) has been in-

troduced as an alternative to providing substantial se-

crecy, PLS exploits the broadcast nature of a wireless

channel [1, 2]. In PLS, the physical signal transmit-

ted over wireless channels is controlled so that the

signal is decoded only by legitimate users. There-

fore, PLS has been considered as one of the promising
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Table 1

Comparison between the proposed technique with existing stud-

ies for multiple potential eavesdroppers in a single-cell downlink

network (S: Simulation, A: Mathematical closed-form analysis).

Reference [20] [21] Proposed

Antenna SISO SISO MISO

Strategy FF, FE OF, RE OF, RE

CSI Req. MS, EVE MS MS

Metric SR SOP, SEE SOP, SEE

Evaluation S, A S, A S, A

techniques to ensure secure communication in wire-

less networks. The secrecy performance was analyzed

under various channel models, e.g., discrete memory-

less wire-tap channel [1], Gaussian wire-tap channel

[3], quasi-static fading channel [4], Gaussian multi-

ple access wire-tap channel [5], and wire-tap chan-

nels with multiple antennas [6, 7]. Moreover, practical

PLS schemes have been proposed to enhance legiti-

mate links and/or to deteriorate eavesdropping links

for various communication systems [8, 9, 10, 11]. Re-

cently, PLS in millimeter-wave (mmWave) and ter-

ahertz (THz)-band communication, massive Multi-

Input Multi-Output (massive MIMO), Reconfigurable

Intelligent Surface (RIS), Non-Orthogonal Multiple

Access (NOMA), relay and backscatter communica-

tion have been studied [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

As well-known measures of the PLS against ma-

licious and intrusive eavesdroppers (EVEs), Secrecy

Rate (SR) and Secrecy Outage Probability (SOP) have

been widely adopted. To consider the energy-efficient

PLS, Secrecy Energy-Efficiency (SEE), defined by a

ratio of secrecy rate to power consumption, has also

been introduced as another performance metric. Dif-

ferent types of eavesdropping attack scenarios have

been investigated depending on the capability and op-

erational scenario of EVEs. In many previous stud-

ies, passive eavesdropping scenarios where EVEs at-

tempt to eavesdrop on private messages of legitimate

users without performing any other operations, such

as jamming the signal transmission, have been con-

sidered [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 8, 11]. In the active eaves-

dropping scenario, EVEs not only eavesdrop on the in-

formation of legitimate users, but also transmit a jam-

ming signal to degrade legitimate links or feed back

false information to legitimate users to induce mal-

function [27, 28, 29]. Recently, a new eavesdrop-

ping scenario, i.e., potential eavesdropping, has been

investigated. For example, unscheduled Mobile Sta-

tions (MSs) in the same cell can be a candidate for po-

tential EVEs since they cannot eavesdrop on the other

MSs’ information when sending their own informa-

tion to a Base Station (BS). In another scenario, a po-

tential EVE does not eavesdrop the information of the

other users when it is in sleep mode onserve battery

power. In [30] and [20, 31, 21, 32], potential eaves-

dropping was studied in multi-user uplink and down-

link networks, respectively. Table 1 compares the pro-

posed technique with existing studies in the literature

which considers multiple potential eavesdroppers in a

single-cell downlink network. The CSI req. in Ta-

ble 1 indicates Channel State Information (CSI) re-

quirement at the legitimate transmitter or BS. In aerial

networks with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), an

untrusted UAV relay, which can operate as a potential

EVE while act as a relay, has been considered [33].

The authors of [33] investigated a maximization prob-

lem of minimum SEE in terms of UAV’s trajectory and

velocity, scheduling, and transmission power alloca-

tion. In [34], PLS has been studied for a Multi-input

Multi-Output (MIMO) joint radar communication sys-

tem that transmits downlink signals to MSs and tracks

radar targets simultaneously. Here, the radar targets

act as potential EVEs.

For PLS in multi-antenna systems, a beamforming

technology has been adopted to improve the quality of

legitimate links or degrade that of eavesdropping links

[8, 11, 31, 32]. To further improve the secrecy rate, the

concept of Artificial Noise (AN) has been introduced

[9, 10, 35]. However, to the best of our knowledge,

the effects on multiple antennas and intermittent op-

eration of potential EVEs in potential eavesdropping

attack scenarios have not been investigated by math-

ematical analysis. Therefore, this paper investigates

the effects of beamforming gain at the legitimate BS

and intermittent eavesdropping of multiple potential

EVEs on the SOP and SEE performance in multi-user

multi-input single-output (MU-MISO) downlink cel-

lular networks with multiple potential EVEs. Under

such a system model, an opportunistic feedback (OF)

strategy is proposed to improve secrecy performance

with low feedback overhead. It is shown that the pro-

posed OF scheme achieves a high level of security,

i.e., high SEE and low SOP, when the number of le-

gitimate MSs or the number of transmit antennas at

a BS is large enough. Furthermore, the closed-form

expressions for SOP and SEE are derived. They are

compared with numerical results under different sys-

tem parameters in our multi-user downlink cellular

networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the

system and signal models are introduced in Section 2,

the general procedure of the proposed technique is

explained in Section 3, closed-form expressions of

PLS performance are derived in Section 4, mathemat-

ical analysis and computer simulations are included in

Section 5, and the conclusions are summerized in Sec-

tion 6.

1.1. Notations

Vectors and matrices are written in boldface with

matrices in capitals. All vectors are column vectors.

For a vector x, xH indicates the conjugate transpose of

a vector x. We use ‖x‖ for the 2-norm of a vector x. IK

denote an identity matrix with size K × K. For a ran-

dom vector x, x ∼ CN(µ,Σ) means that x is complex
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Fig. 1. A multi-user MISO downlink cellular network with multiple

potential EVEs.

Gaussian distributed with mean vector µ and covari-

ance matrix Σ. X ∼ Exp(λ) and X ∼ Erlang(k, λ)

mean that a random variable X follows an exponential

distribution with rate λ and an Erlang distribution with

shape k and rate λ. E[X] denotes the expectation of a

random variable X. For a setA, |A| is a cardinality of

A, i.e., the number of elements inA .

2. System and signal models

As shown in Figure 1, we consider a multi-

user MISO downlink cellular network where a BS

equipped with K multiple transmit antennas, NMS le-

gitimate Mobile Stations (MSs) with a single antenna,

and multiple NE non-colluding potential EVEs with

a single antenna are deployed. This system model

is a typical model considered in existing studies for

an eavesdropping scenario in a downlink cellular net-

work with multiple potential EVEs [20, 21]. In this

network, a channel vector of the legitimate link from

the BS to the i-th legitimate MS is denoted by hMS,i =[
hMS,i,1, hMS,i,2, · · · , hMS,i,K

] ∈ C1×K for i ∈ NMS where

NMS is a set of indices of the legitimate MSs, i.e.,

NMS = {1, 2, · · · ,NMS}. Similarly, a channel vector of

the eavesdropping link from the BS to the j-th poten-

tial EVE is given by hE, j =
[
hE, j,1, hE, j,2, · · · , hE, j,K

]
∈

C
1×K for j ∈ NE , {1, 2, · · · ,NE}. Note that indi-

vidual average path loss from the BS to each legiti-

mate MS (potential EVE) does not considered. This

means that the distance from the BS to all legitimate

MSs (potential EVEs) is identical. Then, the legiti-

mate and eavesdropping channel vectors are assumed

to be zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector

with covariance matrices of σ2
MS

IK and σ2
E
IK , i.e.,

hMS,i ∼ CN(0, σ2
MS

IK) and hE, j ∼ CN(0, σ2
E
IK), re-

spectively. In addition, quasi-static block fading chan-

nel coefficients are assumed, i.e. they do not change

during data transmission.

It is assumed that the CSI of the eavesdropping links

as well as the CSI of the legitimate links are available

at the BS, since unscheduled MSs in the same cell as

the legitimate MSs may operate as potential EVEs and

may try to eavesdrop on the secret information of the

legitimate MSs. However, the current operation of the

potential EVE (whether eavesdropping or not) is as-

sumed to be unknown to the BS. To improve channel

quality of the legitimate links based on the feedback

CSI, the Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) beam-

forming technique is adopted to maximize Signal-to-

Noise Ratio (SNR) at a target legitimate receiver. If

the i-th legitimate MS is selected to be served by the

BS, the MRT beam vector is given by

vMS,i =
hH

MS,i

‖hMS,i‖
Therefore, the transmit signal vector form the BS to

the scheduled i-th legitimate MS is expressed by

sMS,i =
√

PvMS,isMS,i

=
√

P
hH

MS,i

‖hMS,i‖
sMS,i ∈ CK×1

where sMS,i is a transmit symbol and P is transmit sig-

nal power, i.e., E[‖sMS,i‖2] = P.

Then, the received signals at the i-th legitimate MS

and the j-th potential EVE can be represented as

rMS,i = hMS,isMS,i + zMS,i

=
√

P‖hMS,i‖sMS,i + zMS,i (1)

and

rE, j = hE, jsMS,i + zE, j

=
√

P(hE, jh
H
MS,i/‖hMS,i‖)sMS,i + zE, j (2)

respectively. zMS,i ∼ CN(0, σ2
z ) and zE, j ∼ CN(0, σ2

z )

are additive white Gaussian noise at the i-th legitimate

MS and j-th potential EVE, respectively. Based on (1)

and (2), the SNRs can be evaluated as

ΓMS,i =
P‖hMS,i‖2

σ2
z

= ρ‖hMS,i‖2 (3)

and

ΓE, j =
P|hE, jh

H
MS,i
|2

‖hMS,i‖2σ2
z

= ρ
|hE, jh

H
MS,i
|2

‖hMS,i‖2
(4)

respectively, where ρ = P/σ2
z .

3. Secure transmission with opportunistic feed-

back against potential EVEs

In a multi-user MISO downlink channel, a secure

transmission scenario against multiple potential EVEs

attempting to eavesdrop on the secure information

with a certain probability is proposed. By adopting OF

and scheduling schemes, we can reduce the feedback

overhead while achieving reasonable secrecy perfor-

mance if the number of legitimate MSs or the number

of antennas at a BS is large enough. The detailed oper-

ation scenario of the proposed secure transmission is

explained the following subsections.
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3.1. Broadcasting reference signal

First, a BS transmits a reference signal for down-

link channel estimation to all devices including all of

legitimate MSs and potential EVEs. With the received

reference signal, all devices can estimate their CSI

from the BS. Although the potential EVEs can esti-

mate their channel, the CSI of the potential EVEs is

not required in the overall scenario.

3.2. Opportunistic CSI feedback

If the all legitimate MSs feed back their CSI to the

BS, the uplink overhead increases with the number

of legitimate MSs and the number of antennas at the

BS. Therefore, the overall system performance con-

sidering both uplink and downlink may be degraded.

Therefore, to reduce the uplink overhead of CSI feed-

back, an opportunistic CSI feedback strategy is pro-

posed in our operation scenario. In the proposed OF

strategy, only when the i-th legitimate MS’s chan-

nel gain ‖hMS,i‖2 is larger than a certain threshold ζ,

the i-th legitimate MS feeds its channel information

back to the BS. This means that the selected legitimate

MSs, which have better channel quality than the other

MSs, can be candidates for scheduling and transmis-

sion. For convenience, we define a set of the selected

legitimate MSs as MMS, which is a subset of NMS,

i.e.,MMS ⊆ NMS. Depending on ζ, therefore, |MMS|,
i.e., the number of selected MSs, and uplink feedback

overhead can be determined. As a special case of OF,

when ζ = 0, all the legitimate MSs feed their CSI, i.e.,

MMS = NMS, and this case is called a full feedback

(FF) strategy.

3.3. Random eavesdropping of potential EVEs

In this paper, we consider a potential eavesdrop-

ping scenario where EVEs attempt to eavesdrop on

private information sent by legitimate MSs depending

on their state, e.g., their scheduling and power saving

conditions. Such a potential eavesdropping scenario

can then be modelled as Random Eavesdropping (RE)

with a certain probability. In the RE strategy, the j-th

potential EVE attempts to eavesdrop private message

for the scheduled legitimate MS with a certain eaves-

dropping probability PE, j. For simplicity, we assume

that PE, j = PE for all j ∈ NE. Therefore, a subset of

the potential EVEs, which is denoted byME(⊆ NE),

try to eavesdrop secure message. As a special case of

an RE strategy with PE = 1, all potential EVEs at-

tempt to eavesdrop legitimate information. This case

is called a conventional Full Eavesdropping (FE) strat-

egy.

3.4. Legitimate MS scheduling for secure transmis-

sion

Based on the CSI feedback from a part of the le-

gitimate MSs, the BS selects the best legitimate MS,

which has the maximum channel gain, and transmits

a signal vector sMS,̂i, where î denotes the index of

the scheduled (i.e., selected) legitimate MS, that is,

î = arg maxi∈MMS
||hMS,i||2. After scheduling one le-

gitimate MS, the BS sends secret information with an

MRT beam vectors,

sMS,̂i =
√

P
hH

MS,̂i

‖hMS,̂i‖
xMS,̂i (5)

4. Secrecy performance analysis

To define secrecy performance measures, such as

SOP and SEE, we first evaluate instantaneous se-

crecy rate for a given legitimate MS and active poten-

tial EVEs. The instantaneous achievable secrecy rate

can be calculated by replacing achievable rate of the

scheduled legitimate MS and that of the potential EVE

with the maximum effective channel gain from the BS.

For a given set of potential EVEs attempting to eaves-

drop, ME, the instantaneous achievable secrecy rate

for the selected (i.e., scheduled) î-th legitimate MS as

a function ofME, σ2
MS

, σ2
E
, K and ρ is expressed by

Rs(ME, σ
2
MS, σ

2
E,K, ρ)

= log2

(
1 + ΓMS,̂i

)
− log2

(
1 + max

j∈ME

ΓE, j

)

= log2

(
1 + ‖hMS,̂i‖

2ρ
)

− log2

1 + max
j∈ME

∣∣∣∣∣∣
hE, jh

H

MS,̂i

‖hMS,̂i‖

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

ρ

 (6)

In (6), the effective channel power of the j-th

potential EVE follows an exponential distribution,

i.e.,
∣∣∣∣(hE, jh

H

MS,̂i
)/‖hMS,̂i‖

∣∣∣∣
2

∼ Exp(σ−2
E

), because

vMS,̂i = hH

MS,̂i
/‖hMS,̂i‖ is a unit-norm vector and hE, j

is a complex Gaussian random vector, i.e., hE, j ∼
CN(0, σ2

E
)IK .

In addition, a CSI feedback probability for each le-

gitimate MS should be evaluated. As explained in sub-

section 3.2, the legitimate MSs opportunistically feed

their CSI back to the BS depending on the correspond-

ing channel gain and channel feedback threshold ζ.

The expression of the feedback probability can be ob-

tain as follows:

Lemma 1. When the number of antennas at a BS is K,

the channel variance of a legitimate link is σMS2 and

the channel feedback threshold is given by ζ, the feed-

back probability of each legitimate MS is expressed by

PMS(σ2
MS,K, ζ) = e−σ

−2
MS
ζ

K−1∑

l=0

(σ−2
MS
ζ)l

l!
(7)

Proof. Let Xi be a random variable denoting the chan-

nel power of the i-th legitimate link, i.e., Xi ,

‖hMS,i‖2. Because ‖hMS,i‖2 =
∑K

k=1

∣∣∣hMS,i(k)
∣∣∣2 where

hMS,i(k) is the k-th element of the legitimate chan-

nel vector hMS,i, the random variable Xi is regarded
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as the sum of K number of independent and identi-

cally distributed (i.i.d.) exponential distribution with

rate σ−2
MS

. Therefore, the distribution of Xi is given by

Xi ∼ Erlang(K, σ−2
MS

). With this distribution, we show

that

PMS(σ2
MS,K, ζ) = Pr

(
Xi ≥ ζ

)

= 1 − FXi
(ζ)

= e−σ
−2
MS
ζ

K−1∑

l=0

(σ−2
MS
ζ)l

l!

where FXi
(·) denotes the commutative distribution

function (CDF) of a random variable Xi.

Based on Lemma 1, we can also derive the average

number of legitimate MSs which feed their CSI back

to the BS, i.e., E[|MMS|], as follows:

Corollary 1. For a given number of legitimate MSs,

|NMS|, the average number of legitimate MSs partici-

pating in OF is given by

E[|MMS|] = |NMS|e−σ
−2
MS
ζ

K−1∑

l=0

(σ−2
MS
ζ)l

l!
(8)

when K, σMS2 and ζ are given.

Proof. Because the channel vectors of legitimate links

are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random vectors, the aver-

age number of legitimate MSs with CSI feedback is

obtained by

E[|MMS|] = |NMS|PMS(σ2
MS,K, ζ)

= |NMS|e−σ
−2
MS
ζ

K−1∑

l=0

(σ−2
MS
ζ)l

l!

The second equality holds by Lemma 1.

4.1. Secrecy outage probability

As a measure of eavesdropping performance that

the effects of channel fading, a SOP, which is defined

as the probability that an instantaneously achievable

eavesdropping rate is less than a given target eaves-

dropping rate, has been widely used [9, 21]. To de-

rive the SOP in a MU-MISO eavesdropping channel

with the OF strategy against RE of potential EVEs,

we considered two different cases: one is a case where

|ME| number of potential EVEs actually participate in

eavesdropping and the other is a case where all poten-

tial EVEs do not eavesdrop the secure message of a

legitimate MS. For the first case, the SOP is derived as

follows:

Lemma 2. When |MMS| number of legitimate MSs

(out of |NMS| legitimate MSs) feed their CSI back to the

BS according to the proposed OF strategy and |ME|
number of potential EVEs (out of |NE| potential EVEs)

attempt to eavesdrop based on the RE strategy with a

given eavesdropping probability PE, the SOP can be

derived as

POFRE
out = 1 −

|MMS |−1∑

mMS=0

|ME |∑

mE=0

mMS(K−1)∑

l=0

(
|MMS| − 1

mMS

) (
|ME|
mE

)

×
(−1)mMS+mE |MMS|σ−2K

MS
(K − 1)!mMS

(
σ−2

MS
(mMS + 1) + σ−2

E
mE2−Ro

)K+l

×
Γ
(
(K + l) ,

(
σ−2

MS
(mMS + 1) + σ−2

E
mE2−Ro

)
θ
)

Γ
(
K, σ−2

MS
ζ
)mMS+1

× e−σ
−2
E

mEρ
−1(2−Ro−1)cl

(9)

where

θ =


ρ−1(2Ro − 1) if ζ < ρ−1(2Ro − 1)

ζ otherwise

and cl =
∑l

t=1(t(mMS+1)− l)σ−2t
MS

(t!l)−1cl−t and c0 = 1,

respectively.

Proof. By the definition of SOP with a target secrecy

rate Ro, the SOP with OF and RE strategies where

|ME| > 0 is given by

POFRE
out

(
|MMS|, |ME|, σ2

MS, σ
2
E,K, ζ, ρ,Ro

)

= Pr


log2



1 + ‖hMS,̂i‖2ρ

1 + max
j∈ME

∣∣∣∣∣
hE, jh

H

MS,̂i

‖h
MS,̂i
‖

∣∣∣∣∣
2

ρ


≤ Ro



= 1 − Pr

(
log2

(
1 + X̂ρ

1 + Ŷρ

)
≥ Ro

)
(10)

where X̂ , ‖hMS,̂i‖2 = max
i∈MMS

‖hMS,i‖2 such that

‖hMS,i‖2 ≥ ζ and Ŷ , max
j∈ME

∣∣∣∣∣
hE, jh

H

MS,̂i

‖h
MS,̂i
‖

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. To obtain a

closed form expression, the distributions of X̂ and Ŷ

need to be investigated. To find the distribution of X̂,

we first derive the truncated CDF and probability den-

sity function (PDF) of a random variable X̄i , ‖hMS,i‖2
such that ‖hMS,i‖2 ≥ ζ are given by

FX̄i
(x) =

Pr(x ≥ Xi ≥ ζ)
Pr(X ≥ ζ)

=

∫ x

ζ
fXi

(x)dx
∫ ∞
ζ

fXi
(x)dx

= 1 − (K − 1)!e−σ
−2
MS

x

Γ(K, σ−2
MS
ζ)

K−1∑

l=0

(σ−2
MS

x)l

l!
(11)
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and

fX̄i
(x) =

fXi
(x)

Pr(Xi ≥ ζ)

=
fXi

(x)∫ ∞
ζ

fXi
(x)dx

=
σ−2K

MS
xK−1e−σ

−2
MS

x

Γ(K, σ−2
MS
ζ)

(12)

respectively. In the third equalities of (11) and (12),

we use Xi , ‖hMS,i‖2 ∼ Erlang(K, σ−2
MS

). By using

the order statistics, we further obtain the PDF of X̂ as

follows:

f
X̂

(x) = |MMS| fX̄(x)FX̄(x)|MMS |−1

=

|MMS |−1∑

mMS=0

mMS(K−1)∑

l=0

(
|MMS| − 1

mMS

)

×
(−1)mMS |MMS|σ−2K

MS
(K − 1)!mMS cl

Γ
(
K, σ−2

MS
ζ
)mMS+1

× xK+l−1e−σ
−2
MS

(mMS+1)x (13)

To find the distribution of Ŷ , we define a random vari-

able for a channel power of the eavesdropping links

with Y j =

∣∣∣∣∣
hE, jh

H

MS,̂i

‖h
MS,̂i
‖

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. As discussed previously, the CDF

of Y j is given by

FY j
(y) = 1 − e−σ

−2
E

y

because Y j ∼ Exp(σ−2
E

) and Y j’s are i.i.d. Based on the

order statistics, the distribution of Ŷ with |ME| number

of active potential EVEs in a RE policy is also derived

by

FȲ (y) = FY j
(y)|ME |

=

|ME |∑

mE=0

(
|ME|
mE

)
(−1)mE e−σ

−2
E

mEy (14)

With (13) and (14), we can evaluate

Pr

(
log2

(
1 + X̂ρ

1 + Ŷρ

)
≥ Ro

)

=

∫ ∞

θ

f
X̂

(x)F
Ŷ

(
2−Ro x + ρ−1

(
2−Ro − 1

))
dx

=

|MMS |−1∑

mMS=0

|ME |∑

mE=0

mMS(K−1)∑

l=0

(
|MMS| − 1

mMS

) (
|ME|
mE

)

×
(−1)mMS+mE |MMS|σ−2K

MS
(K − 1)!mMS

(
σ−2

MS
(mMS + 1) + σ−2

E
mE2−Ro

)K+l

×
Γ
(
(K + l) ,

(
σ−2

MS
(mMS + 1) + σ−2

E
mE2−Ro

)
θ
)

Γ
(
K, σ−2

MS
ζ
)mMS+1

× e−σ
−2
E

mEρ
−1(2−Ro−1)cl (15)

where the cl =
∑l

t=1(t(mMS + 1) − l)σ−2t
MS

(t!l)−1cl−t and

c0 = 1 [36, Equation 0.314], respectively. In addition,

the θ is given by

θ =


ρ−1(2Ro − 1) if ζ < ρ−1(2Ro − 1)

ζ otherwise

where the first line considers the case where the data-

rate of Ro or less is achieved even if the instantaneous

channel gain of a legitimate MS is greater than the

channel threshold ζ and the second line considers the

case where the instantaneous channel gain achieves

the data-rate of Ro or more and is greater than the

channel threshold ζ.

There is a possibility that a potential EVE will not

attempt to eavesdrop on the secret information of le-

gitimate MSs, depending on an eavesdropping proba-

bility in an RE strategy. In this case, a general fail-

ure probability can be considered as a secrecy failure

probability, since there is no eavesdropping link and it

can be obtained as follows:

Lemma 3. When |MMS| number of legitimate MSs

(out of NMS legitimate MSs) feed their CSI back to

a BS according to the OF strategy and no potential

EVE tries to eavesdrop in the RE strategy with a given

eavesdropping probability PE (i.e., |ME| = 0), the

SOP can be derived as

POF
out =

1 −
(K − 1)!e−σ

−2
MS

x

Γ(K, σ−2
MS
ζ)

K−1∑

l=0

(Kσ−2
MS

x)l

l!



|MMS |

.

(16)

Proof. As discussed at the beginning of this subsec-

tion, a general failure probability that considers only

the achievable rate of legitimate links can be consid-

ered as a secrecy failure probability and it can be de-

fined as

POF
out

(
|MMS|, σ2

MS,K, ζ, ρ,Ro

)

= Pr(log2(1 + X̂ρ) ≤ Ro)

= F
X̂

(θ)

= FX̄(θ)|MMS |

=

1 −
(K − 1)!e−σ

−2
MS

x

Γ(K, σ−2
MS
ζ)

K−1∑

l=0

(σ−2
MS

x)l

l!



|MMS |

(17)

In the third equality, we use the fact X̂ = max
i∈MMS

X̄i and

Xi’s are i.i.d.

Now, we can derive the total failure probability us-

ing with Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 as follows:

Theorem 1. For given NMS, NE, σ2
MS

, σ2
E
, K, ζ, ρ

and Ro, the SOP in a MU-MISO wiretap channel can
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be derived as

Pout(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2
MS, σ

2
E,K, ζ, ρ,Ro)

= 1 −
|NMS |∑

|MMS |=1

(
|NMS|
|MMS|

)
PMS(σ2

MS,K, ζ)
|MMS |

× (1 − PMS(σ2
MS,K, ζ))

|NMS |−|MMS |

×
( |NE |∑

|ME |=1

(
|NE|
|ME|

)
P
|ME |
E

(1 − PE)|NE |−|ME |

×
(
1 − POFRE

out (|MMS|, |ME|, σ2
MS, σ

2
E,K, ζ, ρ,Ro)

)

+ (1 − PE)|NE |
(
1 − POF

out(|MMS|, σ2
MS,K, ζ, ρ,Ro))

) )

(18)

Proof. By plugging in the feedback probability, the

SOPs for both cases, i.e., with and without active po-

tential EVEs, we obtain

Pout = Pr
(
Rs(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2

MS, σ
2
E,K, ζ, ρ) ≤ Ro

)

= 1 − Pr
(
Rs(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2

MS, σ
2
E,K, ζ, ρ) ≥ Ro

)
,

where

Pr
(
Rs(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2

MS, σ
2
E,K, ζ, ρ) ≥ Ro

)

=

|NMS |∑

|MMS |=1

(
|NMS|
|MMS|

)
PMS(σ2

MS,K, ζ)
|MMS |

× (1 − PMS(σ2
MS,K, ζ))

|NMS |−|MMS |

×
( |NE |∑

|ME |=1

(
|NE|
|ME|

)
P
|ME |
E

(1 − PE)|NE |−|ME |

×
(
1 − POFRE

out (|MMS|, |ME|, σ2
MS, σ

2
E,K, ζ, ρ,Ro)

)

+ (1 − PE)|NE |
(
1 − POF

out(|MMS|, σ2
MS,K, ζ, ρ,Ro))

) )

We use the binomial expansion formula [36] to ac-

count for all the cases where all legitimate MSs and

potential EVEs operate.

4.2. Secrecy energy-efficiency

As another measure of secrecy performance with re-

spect to energy efficiency, the SEE has been widely

used [21, 37, Sec.II-C-2)]. The SEE is generally de-

fined as the ratio of secrecy throughput to power con-

sumption. By exploiting the fading effects of wireless

channels, the secrecy throughput in the definition of

SEE can be calculated as the product of a target se-

crecy rate and non-outage probability. That is, SEE, η,

is defined as

η(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2
MS, σ

2
E,K, ζ, ρ,Ro)

,
Ro(1 − Pout(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2

MS
, σ2

E
,K, ζ, ρ,Ro))

P(1 + βE[|MMS|])
(19)

where P is power consumption for a BS to trans-

mit data and β is a ratio of power consumption for

a single legitimate MS to that for a BS. Therefore,

P (βE[|NMS|]) in (19) means the average power con-

sumption for the legitimate MSs of which channel

power is higher than a threshold ζ, i.e., E[|MMS|] num-

ber of legitimate MSs on average, to feed their CSI

back to the BS.

The average number of legitimate MSs participating

in OF decreases and the SOP increases as the chan-

nel feedback threshold ζ increases. Therefore, there

is a trade-off between secrecy throughput and average

power consumption in SEE. It means that the optimal

channel feedback threshold ζ that maximizes SEE can

be found. However, this optimal solution is difficult to

find analytically because SEE as a function of a feed-

back threshold, η(|NMS|, |NE|, σ2
MS
, σ2

E
,K, ζ, ρ,Ro) in

(19), is in a very complicated form. Instead, the ex-

istence of the optimal ζ and its result are numerically

verified in Section 5.

5. Numerical results

In this section, the SOP and SEE performance in

multi-user MISO downlink cellular networks with dif-

ferent system parameters are evaluated through 10

million Monte Carlo simulations using MATLAB.

Furthermore, to derive a mathematical closed-form

expression of the SOP, we assume the independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading

channels from the legitimate BS to all legitimate MSs

and to all potential EVEs. The terms |MMS| and |ME|
are assumed to be random variables following a bino-

mial distribution with parameters the feedback proba-

bility PMS and the eavesdropping probability PE, re-

spectively. We use these two random variables in

our simulations for verifying the closed-form expres-

sion of SOP performance. As explained in Section

2, it is assumed that all channel coefficients are in-

dependent complex Gaussian random variables, i.e.,

Rayleigh fading channels are assumed. The channel

variances for legitimate and eavesdropping links are

given by σ2
MS
= 1 and σ2

E
= 0.5 to reflect physical

distance from a BS to legitimate MSs and potential

EVEs, respectively. Depending on the channel realiza-

tions, both |MMS| and |ME| become random variables

of which characteristics is determined by the feed-

back probability PMS(σ2
MS
,K, ζ) and the eavesdrop-

ping PE, respectively. In the numerical simulations

to evaluate the SOP, the target secrecy rate is set to

be Ro = 1 [bps/Hz]. As benchmarks to show the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed OF scheme, the FF and

FE strategies, i.e., a channel threshold ζ = 0 in an

OF strategy and a random eavesdropping probability

PE = 1 in an RE strategy, are considered. As another

benchmark, a single-antenna case in [21] is consid-

ered. In particular, we only consider a FF strategy in

the benchmark of [21] (i.e., K = 1 and ζ = 0) because
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Fig. 2. SOP with respect to NMS, when ρ = 5 [dB], K ∈ {1, 4},
NE = 4 and PE ∈ {0.5, 1}.

the FF strategy always shows better performance than

an OF strategy in terms of SOP.

Figure 2 illustrates the SOP performance with re-

spect to the number of legitimate MSs NMS, when

ρ = 5 [dB], K ∈ {1, 4}, NE = 4 and PE ∈ {0.5, 1}.
As the number of legitimate MSs NMS or the number

of transmit antennas K increases, the SOP decreases

monotonically due to multi-user diversity or antenna

gain, i.e., beamforming gain. Moreover, as the eaves-

dropping probability PE decreases, the SOP decreases

because the average number of potential EVEs at-

tempting to eavesdrop E [|ME|] decreases. It is shown

that the FF strategy always outperforms the OF strat-

egy in terms of SOP because not all legitimate MSs

in the OF strategy feed their CSI back to the BS. Fur-

thermore, the performance difference between FF and

OF strategies can be neglected when the number of le-

gitimate MSs is large enough. For example, the SOP

gap can be neglected when NMS ≥ 12 in the cases of

K = 4, ζ = 1, and PE = {0.5, 1}. When K = 4 and

ζ = 2.5, the feedback probability can be calculated as

PMS(σ2
MS
,K, ζ) ≈ 0.7576 with Lemma 1. This means

that the feedback overhead of the proposed OF strat-

egy can be reduced by approximately 75.76% com-

pared to that of the FF strategy while obtaining negli-

gible SOP performance gap.

When ρ = 5 [dB], K ∈ {1, 4}, NMS = 10, NE = 4

and PE ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 1}, SOP with respect to feedback

overhead PMS(σ2
MS
,K, ζ) is shown in Figure 3. As the

feedback overhead increases, the multi-antenna case

with K = 4 case shows lower SOP than the single-

antenna case with K = 1 thanks to MRT beamforming

gain. In addition, when the feedback overhead exceeds

a certain level because a given NMS, the SOP perfor-

mance gain is saturated. The saturated level, i.e., the

converged SOP, is the minimal SOP which is obtained

by the OF strategy under the given condition and it can

be regarded as the SOP of the FF strategy. Therefore,

it can be shown that we can roughly achieve the lowest

SOP even with an OF strategy. This means that we can

0 20 40 60 80 100

Feedback overhead, PMS(σ
2
MS,K, ζ)× 100 [%]
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Fig. 3. SOP with respect to feedback overhead, when ρ = 5 [dB],

K ∈ {1, 4}, NMS = 10 and PE ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 1}.
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Fig. 4. SEE and the average number of MSs with feedback for

varying the ζ when ρ = 5 [dB], K ∈ {1, 4}, NMS = 10, NE = 4,

β ∈ {0.005, 0.05} and PE = 0.5.

maximize overall system performance taking into ac-

count both the downlink secure transmission and the

uplink CSI feedback overhead with an OF strategy

with an appropriate feedback threshold ζ. The rela-

tionship between feedback overhead and the channel

threshold ζ is shown as in the next figure.

Figure 4 illustrates the SEE performance with re-

spect to the feedback threshold ζ, when K ∈ {1, 4},
ρ = 5 [dB], NMS = 10, NE = 4, and PE ∈ {0.5, 1}.
Since the feedback threshold ζ increases or the ratio

of the power consumption at the legitimate MS β de-

creases, the average number of feedbacks E [|MMS|]
decreases monotonically, but the SEE performance

has the optimal point to maximize the SEE perfor-

mance. There is a fundamental trade-off between the

SOP and SEE by varying the channel threshold ζ.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we mathematically analyzed the Se-

crecy Outage Probability (SOP) and Secrecy Energy-
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Efficiency (SEE) performance of a Multi-User Multi-

Input Single-Output (MU-MISO) downlink cellu-

lar networks consisting of one legitimate Base Sta-

tion (BS), multiple legitimate Mobile Station (MSs)

and multiple potential eavesdroppers (EVEs). In

our system model, each potential EVE tries to eaves-

drop with a certain random eavesdropping probabil-

ity for the Random Eavesdropping (RE) strategy. In

addition, each legitimate MS opportunistically feeds

back the effective channel gain to the legitimate BS for

data reception for the proposed Opportunistic Feed-

back (OF) strategy which can reduce the signal over-

head for user feedback and improve SEE performance.

Using computer simulations, we have shown that our

results are in agreement with our numerical results de-

pending on various system parameters. Furthermore,

we find that the effects and the trade-offs on the SOP

and SEE depend on the channel threshold for the OF

strategy. To the best of our knowledge, this work is

the worst-first SOP and SEE performance analysis in

MU-MISO downlink cellular networks with multiple

potential EVEs. For the case of MU-MIMO cellular

networks with multiple potential EVEs and colluding

potential EVEs, we leave the SOP performance analy-

sis to further.
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